
UNIQ WEB TECH





UNIQ WEB TECH is an established 
web development company delivering
Any on Web of any complexity to the Clients. 

We have a strong team with good 
experience in Web Development
brings a unique combination of E-business 
experience, solid technical proficiency experience, solid technical proficiency 
and business consulting expertise to assist 
customers in developing an E-Business 
strategy that supports the broad goals of 
their organization. 

Uniq web tech, is a team of dedicated and 
highly skilled Web Technology Professionals 
focusing on World class web solutions. focusing on World class web solutions. 

To help companies maximize the
return on investment from their WEB initiatives 
by utilizing the best strategies and best practices
involved in building Web applications using 
Latest Technologies. 
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What advantages can applications bring to your business?





Digital Marketing

The digital marketing encompasses all marketing

efforts that use an electronic device or the internet. 

Businesses leverage digital channels such as 

search engines, social media, email, and other 

websites to connect with current and prospective

customers.

Real-time - Real-time - post news when it happens, not the
 following week.

Interactive - you can draw users to wherever you
 want them via links.

 Content-rich - keep your users interested, they’ll
 keep coming back.

 Search-engine friendly - that’s a huge added-value.





Mobility
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We look at the big picture before drilling down to the
detail 

Services
Strategy



We run creative name-storming sessions. We use tested
techniques to help you explore all the possibilities and
understand all the associated perceptions. 

It’s not just a word. In a name there is:

meaning

 sound

 shape

 character

What’s in a name? A significant part of your identity and
your difference.

Naming

Services
Strategy
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At the heart of a powerful brand lies a promise.

The challenge consists in defining that promise clearly
and making it obvious to your target audience, both in
your communication and through all your actions.

We get to the core of your brand identity and highlight
that promise. It is the CONCEPT that will guide the
creative approach, giving your communication it full force. creative approach, giving your communication it full force. 

Concept Identification

Services
Strategy
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Services
Strategy

Brand Positioning

We can help you answer these questions.



Build on your strengths. Understand your weaknesses.
Know your competition.

We can provide you with:

          Audit of your current communication, in relation to
          your business model and brand identity

         SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportu
         nities, Threats)         nities, Threats)

         Market context and trends

         Consumer analysis

         Benchmark of relevant companies 

These elements will arm you to go forth and
take on the competition with a clear vision. 

Audit & Benchmark

Services
Strategy
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 Unique Selling Point

 Target Audience

 Mission

 Vision

 Values

 Personality

 Ambition Ambition

A strong and clear brand identity is key to harnessing
the full potential of your digital communication.

Digital is the means. Your brand identity defines and
guides the message.

We can help you cristallise all the elements that deter
mine your brand identity:

Brand Identity

Services
Strategy
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   Context

 Audience

 Objectives

 Implementation

 Measurement 

 Adjustment

Services
Strategy

Uniqwebtech social media service is designed 
to maintain you in total control of your messages 
across various social media platforms, and is 
based on understanding your own unique
business goals and objectives
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SEO Process



Is it really necessary to produce words words and more
words?



 www.uniqwebtech.com

Creative Copywriting

The inestimable power of words
we make sure the words in all your digital communication 
deliver the essential: Information, Inspiration,
Action.

How do we do this? It’s a creative process:

       We build on your brand identity to define the tone
       and s       and style that truly represent your uniqueness.

       We gain understanding of your target audience to
       ensure everything we say is relevant and insightful.

       We research all information to present it forcefully
       and accurately, without forgetting the emotional
       dimension.

       We combine the words with spot-on visuals for full
       impa       impact.

       We lead to a ‘Call to Action’ that is loud and clear

Services
E-marketing



Online Advertising is used to convey that brand 
directly to consumers through various Social media, 

Branding and online advertising 
are different facets of a comprehensive 
marketing strategy. 

Companies and organizations use 
branding to create a look, feel 
and message for themselves that
will be will be remembered by visitors.



The advantages are there to be seized:

      Gain insight, in real time, into what is being said
      about your brand and your products/services.

      Feed the information into your CRM system to
      improve your e-marketing efforts

      Gain in reactivity to respond both to crises or to
      build further on successes      build further on successes

      Find out where conversations are taking place so
      you can target those platforms.

      Identify the influencers so you can approach them
      and aim to work with them.

Social Listening

Services
E-marketing
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People are constantly talking online. You’ll want to know
when they’re talking about you. It’s clear that social
listening has become a critical customer intelligence tool.

We set up the necessary tools to monitor and analyze
what people are saying about your brand and your 
products / services.



Video marketing may seem incomprehensible,
complicated, and luxurious—it’s not! 
It can be as humble as shooting 
videos on your mobile phone and editing 
them into one video with music and your 
organization logo. 

Services
E-marketing

In addition to the entertainment feature, 
more and more marketers are focusing 
on video marketing categories because 
of how helpful they are think about
 it from your own viewpoint 
for a minute.

Spend time reading about the steps of 
a company’s goals process or watch 
an animation to assistant each step 
with a visual aid? If you’re like 80 percent of 
the population, you’d relatively watch the video.



What are the advantages?
Participative marketing multiplies marketing efficiency
thanks to a proven concept – the ‘Hawthorne’ positive
effect. It leads to:

         Word-of-mouth recommendations, the best kind!

         A stronger bond with your consumers

         A better understanding of your brand         A better understanding of your brand

We can facilitate:

        Online contests and challenges

        Online brainstorming

        Co-creation platforms

Services
E-marketing
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Hook your consumers by getting them involved!
Participative marketing is all about marketing with
people, not AT people. 

Interactive Campaigns

Simple to initiate, for a very attractive ROI. 



Services
E-marketing

 Optimized Page

 Posts Everyday

 Interactive Engagement

 Increased Followers 

 More Customers

 Re-targeted Website Visitors

Our social media marketing agency or company 
save businesses more time and generate 
more leads.Our Social media platform 
team bests in Facebook Marketing,Twitter Marketing,
and LinkedIn Marketing services.



Services
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Services
Design

It’s a complex field.We get
to the heart of it and make it work

Here what comes into the UI and UX design process:

User Experience Design Ensures people feel good about

the web site they enjoy the experience and want to

come back.

User Interface Design Ensures a web site achieves its

purpose ; people find their

UX & UI Design

So here are the basic definition: 



Web Design

Services
Design

Our websites are made to stack 
rapidly and be natural. 

This enables us to give you and your 
clients with the most agreeable 
experience possible.

We pursue the standards and 
pproposals from search engines 
and web controllers made each year.

We as a whole know innovation and 
patterns change regularly and quick 
on the web, so we make a point to 
dependably remain dependably in the
know regarding their prerequisites 
with each undewith each undertaking we make.



 Speed - People are short on time and inundated
 with info. Here the message is short and sweet.

 Effectiveness - A message that is visual is more
 easily understood and remembered.

 Conviction - When presented with facts and
 figures, people adhere more easily.

 Credibility -  Credibility - Producing infographics portrays you
 as an expert in your field.

Traffic booster - More likely to be shared,
 infographics drive users to your site.

We produce infographics that combine the best of
text, images and design to tell a captivating story.

It’s not just a passing trend - all the statistics are
pointing to the sky. Why are infographics such an
effective marketing tool?

Services
Design
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Infographics



Services
Design



Print

From digital to print, we spread
the force of your communication. 

The design work done for your digital communication does
not have to remain virtual.

It makes sense to have one agency working on your 
overall communication, following an integrated strategy.

We have specialist graphic designers able to produce artwork
for an array of communication materials:

Services
Design
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 brochures
 business cards
 flyers
 magazines
 print campaigns
 stands
 etc… etc…



Visual Identity & Branding
Your brand is the soul of your company. Every visual representation of your brand
the name, the logo, the symbols, the fonts - convey meaning and create an
emotional link between you and your customers.

When designing your visual identity, we follow a creative process:

        We put together a thorough creative brief, analysing every aspect of your
        brand (target audience, positioning, values, mission, personality etc…)

        We drill down to pinpoint the brand promise, which must stand out clearly        We drill down to pinpoint the brand promise, which must stand out clearly
        through the sum of representations.

        We build up your visual identity (logo, fonts, colours, photography, icons…)

        We ensure that every aspect can be used across all communication
        materials (online and in print).

        Upon request, we can produce your ‘Brand Guidelines’, a working document
        to be used by any third party involved in communicating on behalf of your
        brand.        brand.

Services
Design

 www.uniqwebtech.com
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www.brooksbrosutility.com

Brooks Bros Utility

Brooks Brothers Utility is committed to 
providing excellent service. Our goal is 
to provide the highest quality installation
and maintenance of dry utilities,  directional
boring, traffic signals, street lights, and park 
and area lighting services across Arizona.

Additionally, we can assist our customers Additionally, we can assist our customers 
to value engineer using a systematic and 
effective approach. 

Our company offers the latest technology 
and provides a client-focused approach to
all we do.

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.

 www.uniqwebtech.com

Portfolio



www.nextorthosurgical.com

Next Orthosurgical

Next Orthosurgical is focused on rapid 
development and distribution of innovative 
medical devices by utilizing experience 
professionals who leverage state of the art
design and manufacturing resources. 
A robust product development and operational 
infrastructure has been established whichinfrastructure has been established which
supports continued development of top 
quality products.

 www.uniqwebtech.com

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.

Portfolio



Tli Insights

TLI Insights is a data analytics company, 
delivering technology-driven business 
solutions, founded in 2014 by a team of 
tech-savvy analytics professionals.
We deliver enhanced, differentiated 
value to customers, employees, and 
the communities in which we operate.the communities in which we operate.
 We have a strong company culture 
that is built on team-enablement,
 forming a strong foundation for 
long-term client relationships and 
lasting partnerships.

www.tliinsights.com

Portfolio

Drupal, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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Occupi Digital

www.occupidigital.com

Portfolio

We’ve taken advantage of our extensive 
knowledge in web technologies to develop
solutions that are prepared for tomorrow’s 
ever-changing world of technology. 
Despite the advanced capabilities of our 
solutions, we strive to incorporate stunning
designs and beautiful user interfaces.designs and beautiful user interfaces.

Be it a multi-device responsive website, 
app or campaign to offline adverts or 
illustrations, our in house team are passionate
about creating standout design.

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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Portfolio

The Brigade is responsible for all fire and 
rescue emergencies within the town boundary
(our gazetted fire district), for road 
crash/rescue and hazardous materials 
incidents within a 300km Radius of Broome. 
We also act in a support role for fires
(mainly those involving structures, such as (mainly those involving structures, such as 
houses) where Bush Fire Brigades are the 
lead combat authority. we are volunteers. 
we are not paid for what we do.We have to 
leave our jobs, families & friends to attend
the incident. 

www.bvfrs.org.au

Broome volunteer fire and Rescue Brigade 

 www.uniqwebtech.com

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.



Technology Used    : 

Portfolio

 SamStoneLondon

www.samstonelondon.co.uk

 www.uniqwebtech.com

Quartz Worktops :
You can view our full range of quartz and 
slabs using our main menu but we regularly
receive new stock and this includes variations
of the same stone.

Drupal, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.

Granite Worktops :
You can view our full range of granites 
and slabs using our main menu but we 
regularly receive new stock and this includes 
variations of the same stone.



Scrubbi

www.scrubbi.com

With Scrubbi, you’ll never have to worry 
about: finding your next great cleaner, 
rescheduling problems, or having enough 
cleaning solution on hand – we take care 
of all that for you.

Plus with our 24 hour service guarantee 
and fast customer support, you’ll be and fast customer support, you’ll be 
getting the most complete worry-free 
house cleaning experience ever.

Portfolio
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Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.



3rd eye Application

Skill Assesment :
various tools and technology , compilers
and sanboxes that let's you assess talent in
any programming
language,DB and tools

Powerful Analytics :
untilize our powerful analytics that are untilize our powerful analytics that are 
needed for the job rather than just speed.

Portfolio

Java,Oracle,

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.Bootstrap  Framework.
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480 Degrees Inc

Headquartered in Calgary, Alberta, 480 
Degrees Inc. is a business consulting company 
focusing on individuals in leadership roles,
 such as Project Managers, Program Managers,
 Managers, and Executives, subsequently 
setting projects up for success.

480 Degrees provides objective feedback, 480 Degrees provides objective feedback, 
consulting services, and customized training, 
as well as a variety of products that assist you 
(as a manager) and your company in reaching 
new targets, improving previously troubled 
initiatives / projects. 

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.

Portfolio

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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A2N GARAGE

Portfolio

 www.uniqwebtech.com

When’s the last time you gave your car a 
second look? Or ran your fingers across 
the hood? It’s time you fell back in love with
your car. Nothing comes in here perfect, 
but with a new coat of paint, we’ll make 
sure that it leaves that way. 

Soon, you’ll be back to driving the car youSoon, you’ll be back to driving the car you
 always wanted.

From rebranding to accident management,
benefit from corporate oversight, flexible 
billing and repairs backed by a nationwide 
warranty.

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.



www.centaursourcing.com

The Centaur Sourcing team has been 
working together for over seven years. 
Throughout this time our team has managed 
to develop unrivaled synergy and operational 
cooperation, proving to be a valuable and 
attractive component in support of 
multi-national companies operating in Iraq. multi-national companies operating in Iraq. 
With an impressive track record executing
logistics movements and operations in 
remote destinations nationwide, the team
has accumulated critical experience while 
working in difficult and challenging security
environments. 

Centaur Sourcing

Portfolio

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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Home health services provide services for
both adults and pediatrics.

our home health care programs are 
designed to provide comprehensive , 
quality and the best home health care 
services that is tailored to the unique 
needs of our clients and families under needs of our clients and families under 
a comprehensive plan of care established 
in conjunction with our health team and 
your physician

www.homehealthcareagencies.com

Greatland

Portfolio

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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John 8:32 is a multifaceted, prophetic, 
End-Times ministry that is adamant in 
sharing the Gospel of Jesus with the world
so they can be set free from the devil’s curses,
strongholds, addictions and chains. 

John 8:32 is a very God-fearing, Jesus-loving, 
Holy Spirit-filled and led ministry aiming to beHoly Spirit-filled and led ministry aiming to be
the light of the world and the salt of the earth
in the midst of a dark, evil, broken, secular 
and apostate world. 

John 8:32 is a Multifaceted

www.johnthetruth.com

Portfolio
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Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.



Trinity Research

ADG50-for allanaerobic digestion processes
ADG50 is a processed liquid phasa seaeon
 glycerol stream co-blended with compatible
 high energy materials including products, 
which are especially in both promoting and
 sustaining microbial activity with in anaerobic
 digestion systems. it is a rapidly digestible  digestion systems. it is a rapidly digestible 
feedstock and as such includes a fast knock 
down anti-foaming agent to manage bubble
 formation at the digestate / gas interface.

acetogenesis the volatile fatty acids are
converted to acetic acid by bacteria

Portfolio

 www.uniqwebtech.com

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.



Sophistication and ease of purveying the 
content were aesthetic goals from the start. 
Desiring the site to have very natural 
breakpoints necessitated that we use 7 
breakpoints to reorganize the overall 
layout.

We are excited to partner with you and build
unique projects that serve your internal 
business goals. Because of the bounce rate, 
advertisement-fatigue, and market-saturation,
 your web presence needs an arsenal of 
creative content that naturally flows from 
your company's genome.your company's genome.

Triple Helix

Portfolio

Drupal, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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Amasia

 Amasia portfolio company, has done an 
exceptional job of building a global business;
 our partner Ramanan Raghavendran outlined 
how the company's high cultural quotient has 
been integral to this success.

Beeswax is revolutionizing programmatic 
advertising by putting power back in the 
hands of marketers, and they’re only getting 
started. We’re ecstatic to announce our role 
in co-leading the company’s $15m Series B,
 and excited for everything the future holds. 

www.amasia.vc

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.

Portfolio

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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Coulon Dental

www.coulondental.com

Midland Texas dentists Drs Ryan and Jonathan
Coulon at Coulon Dental provide you and your
family quality preventative, restorative, and 
cosmetic dental treatments with a caring
touch. 

We use the latest dental techniques and
technologies to offer you efficiency and technologies to offer you efficiency and 
comfort in all that you we do. From regular
check-ups and simple teeth cleaning to 
extensive dental restorations and cosmetics, 
we are here to serve you and every little one
in your family.

         

Portfolio

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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www.enliventech.net

Enliven

Portfolio

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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Enliven Technolgies provides Software & 
Services to Insurance, Healthcare & Financial
Services firms. Our Customers like working
with us because we deliver value to their 
initiatives, thereby, driving their momentum. 

We do this by applying a time-tested formula
of combining strong technology expertiseof combining strong technology expertise
with industry experience.Leverage our Agile 
development framework, cloud, and analytics 
expertise to engage your customers and 
stakeholders in a more meaningful 
online dialogue.

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.



Trinity research

Concentrated 5-in-1 formula protects engines 
against ethanol, has dual corrosion inhibitors, 
has a metal de-activator, contains detergent 
ingredients, and provides water protection
inhibitors. Maintains fuel stability for up to 3 years. 
Protects both 2 and 4-cycle gasoline engines.

LLubriguard. 20W. A universal lubricant for farm 
and industrial tractors and construction equipment. 
Recommended for the majority of hydraulic, wet 
brake, and transmission requirements of most 
equipment manufacturers. 5 gallon.

                    

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.

Portfolio

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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Health Oil Society

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) funds 
and conducts research to help answer 
important scientific and public health 
questions about complementary health 
approaches. 

HOS  works to determine what is promising, 
what helps and why, what doesn’t work, what helps and why, what doesn’t work, 
and what is safe.

The National Center Government’s lead agency 
for scientific research on the diverse medical
and health care systems, practices, and
products that are not generally considered 
part of conventional medicine.

Portfolio

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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             Investors Underground

www.investorsunderground.com

   

Educational Material
Investors Underground is focused on helping
traders become self-sufficient by providing
them with top-notch educational materials.

We have two day trading courses, provide
weekly trade recap videos, and host a few weekly trade recap videos, and host a few 
webinars a month so our members can 
continue to learn on a consistent basis.

Portfolio

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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www.killasports.com

Back in 2008 we started with a pair of gloves
and a dream , we were looking to build 
something that had outstanding quality , 
being fighters ourselves we also wanted to make 
something affordable and authentic that showed
style and was powerful to wear. we noticed the
quality available at the time wasn't up to quality available at the time wasn't up to 
standard for fight gear , we set upon a mission 
to make our own standard which was to make 
outstanding boxing gear and equipment.

Killa

Portfolio

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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www.perthrenovationgroup.com.au

Have you been thinking about renovating for 
a while now? Let us show you how we can turn 
your dream into something that you can touch 
and feel. We look after everything, right from the 
design stage, through to completion.

As all our projects are designed and delivered in 
house, you can be assured that each colour,house, you can be assured that each colour,
each area of space and each living requirement 
have been built into an end product that looks 
fantastic and functions perfectly.

 Perth Renovation Group

Portfolio

 www.uniqwebtech.com

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.



Pogue Productions

John is currently Executive Producer for Dancing 
With The Stars, Series 8, in Australia and also 
Executive Producer on his 4th successive 
Australian Nickelodeon Kids Choice Awards.

John has been in the television industry for 
over twenty years and has operated as a 
DiDirector and Producer on every conceivable
genre from major award winning shows such as 
I’m A Celebrity Get Me Out Of Here in the UK and 
the local version of Queer Eye For The Straight 
Guy,  to small niche market productions and live
sporting events. 

Portfolio

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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www.smashmouth.com

This popular online gaming genre is just the 
thing a passionate admirer wants from the 
game. There is just one caution- it is important
to play it only on a safe, secure and trusted
online gaming platform.

It is so because it is essentially a skill-based 
endeavor that involves a deep understanding endeavor that involves a deep understanding 
of the game and its players. You surely would 
not like to invest your skills on a platform that 
is biased and thus can not offer you the best
return for your hard work. So in order to play 
fantasy cricket and win real cash, we suggest
BalleBaazi aka BB. 

Portfolio

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.

SmashMouth
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Spicy Power

POWER ON THE GO anytime anywhere.

Portable Power Bank compatible with all 
Apple and Samsung Android smartphones
and tablets and virtually any cell phone and
digital device with a USB connection. High 
quality and reliable. Durable and lightweight.

Slips easily into any handbag or pocket. 
Stylish design. Adds more than a full chargeStylish design. Adds more than a full charge
to your device fast.

Portfolio

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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Trade On The Fly

www.tradeonthefly.com

Michele has been a full time trader since 2001. 
Her style includes both day and swing trades, 
with an emphasis on swing trading.

“One of the biggest rewards for me with the
TradeontheFly community is helping other 
traders…..I love seeing the light bulb go off for
new traders and get a lot of satisfaction from new traders and get a lot of satisfaction from 
hearing that something I explained in a 
webinar or on my site has been added into a
traders tool belt.”

Portfolio

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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Save time and money. By knowing and 
accurately identifying our clients’ refreshment 
objectives, Tragically Vital can boost workplace 
productivity and deliver unbeatable value 
straight to your office.

The best tasting coffee is fresh. Tragically 
Vital roasts all of our coffee locally in small Vital roasts all of our coffee locally in small 
batches to ensure quality and taste. We have 
a variety of coffee profiles from around the 
world to choose from in whole bean and 
ground.

Tragically Vital

www.tragicallyvital.com

Portfolio

Wordpress CMS, 

PHP,MYSQL, 

HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript,

Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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Wais Design Jewelry

Whether your taste in jewelry is classic and 
expensive or trendy and affordable, there's 
a lot to be learned from the talented group 
of jewelry experts featured ahead. 

As it is with the ready-to-wear world, jewelry
experiences trend shifts from season to 
season and year to year. I can almost bank season and year to year. I can almost bank 
on the fact that you, my dear reader, have 
an assortment of jewelry, both fine and 
costume, that you keep on a tight rotation. 
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Wordpress CMS, 
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Jquery,

Bootstrap  Framework.
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www.wilcoxdoor.com

Wilcox Door Service Inc

The best way to get to know our commercial 
overhead door & dock levelers company is to 
explore the work we do for our clients. View 
Case Study to see how our technical expertise 
applies across markets and service lines.

We can service and repair your overhead 
doors, rolling steel doors, air curtains, curtain doors, rolling steel doors, air curtains, curtain 
walls and loading dock from London Ontario 
to Ajax Ontario. Take care of your investment 
with a facility maintenance company that has 
certified technicians, 24/hr emergency 
availability and fast response times. 
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